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Nazism - Wikipedia Nazism subscribed to theories of racial hierarchy and Social Darwinism, identifying the Germans as a part of what the Nazis regarded as an
Aryan or Nordic master race. It aimed to overcome social divisions and create a German homogeneous society based on racial purity which represented a people's
community ( Volksgemeinschaft. Nazi Party | Definition, Meaning, History, & Facts ... Nazi Party, byname of National Socialist German Workersâ€™ Party,
German Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei (NSDAP), political party of the mass movement known as National Socialism. Under the leadership of Adolf
Hitler, the party came to power in Germany in 1933 and governed by totalitarian methods until 1945. Nazi Germany - Wikipedia Nazi Germany is the common
English name for Germany between 1933 and 1945, when Adolf Hitler and his Nazi Party (NSDAP) controlled the country through a dictatorship. Under Hitler's rule,
Germany was transformed into a totalitarian state that controlled nearly all aspects of life via the Gleichschaltung legal process.

Nazis on the March in Germany - counterpunch.org Every year the Nazis, old and new, mark the death in 1987 of Hitlerâ€™s Deputy FÃ¼hrer Rudolf Hess, who
flew a famous solo flight to Scotland on May 10 th 1941 in an unsuccessful attempt to make. Nazis on the Run - aish.com What happened to the Nazis after World
War II? How many Nazi officials who sent millions of Jews and others to their deaths paid a penalty? How many Nazis evaded justice and resumed ordinary life, late
or never acknowledging their crimes, or paying for the misery they caused?. Why, Really, the Nazis Won the War (and How They Did It ... Conclusion: The Nazis
Won the War, Really. So, all in all, despite the fact that the Germany was overrun and captured in 1945, it is fair to say that, from a certain perspective, the Nazis won
the war.

Iron Sky (2012) - IMDb Directed by Timo Vuorensola. With Julia Dietze, Christopher Kirby, GÃ¶tz Otto, Udo Kier. The Nazis set up a secret base on the dark side
of the moon in 1945 where they hide out and plan to return to power in 2018. The Nazis had a base on the moon. | Moon conspiracy The Nazis had a base on the
moon. After World War II, rumors circulated that German astronauts had traveled to the moon and established a top-secret facility there. Some even speculated that
Adolf Hitler faked his own death, fled the planet and lived out the rest of his days in an underground lunar hideout. Nazis | Define Nazis at Dictionary.com Nazis
definition, a member of the National Socialist German Workers' Party, which controlled Germany from 1933 to 1945 under Adolf Hitler and advocated totalitarian
government, territorial expansion, anti-Semitism, and Aryan supremacy, all these leading directly to World War II and the Holocaust. See more.
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